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Continuous time Markovian decision models with countable state space are 
investigated. The existence of an optimal stationary policy is established for 
the expected average return criterion function. It is shown that the expected 
average return can be expressed as an expected discounted return of a related 
Markovian decision process. A policy iteration method is given which con- 
verges to an optimal deterministic policy, the policy so obtained is shown 
optimal over all Markov policies. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we develop a methodology which can be used to analyze 
certain types of stochastic dynamic systems such as environmental, business, 
and govermental systems. The system can be observed at any time and 
classified into one of a denumerable states labeled S = (1,2, 3,...}. Once the 
system is observed and the state determined then an action from a finite 
set A of available actions is made. Let the state of the system at time t be 
i E S and the action taken is a E A, as a result the system generates 
(i) a known uniformly bounded return r(i, a), and 
(ii) it moves to a new state j E S determined by the known transition 
rate qij(a). 
To select the actions from the set A a rule or policy is needed, which may 
depend on the history of the system up to the present time and may define a 
probability distribution on A instead of selecting a single action. In this paper 
we assume that the policy r = n(t) is independent of the past history of the 
system and depends only on the present state of the system. Such a policy 7 
is specified by a family of functions {&(t)}. The family of functions &(t) 
defines a probability distribution on A, the action set for each i E S and t > 0. 
If each &(t) is a measurable function of t then the policy v is called a Markov 
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policy. If rr is independent oft then it is given by a set of numbers {d,,) and is 
called a stationary policy. A stationary policy is called deterministic policy 
if dia = 1 or 0, that is, a deterministic policy n is a policy which when the 
system is in state i selects action n(i) = a, i E 5’. The results in [6] and [7] are 
established for a deterministic Markov policy but, these results can be 
extended to class of all Markov policies. 
For each a E A the transition rate matrix is denoted by 
Q(u) = {q&z); i,j E S}. (1.1) 
When the Markov policy r is used, the transition rates are defined for all 
t>o 
qii(t> ~1 = C qid4 diaW> i,jE S, (1.2) 
a 
and the transition rate matrix corresponding to r is 
Q(t, ~1 = {qij(t, m); i,i 6 S>. (1.3) 
A well behaved Markov process x(t, r) exists when the transition rate matrix 
Q(t, m) satisfies certain general conditions. The transition probabilities of the 
Markov processes X(t, n) are given by 
fii(s, t, 7r) = P{X(t, ~7) = j 1 X(s, 37) = i> 
= Sij + qij(t, X) St + 0(&t), i, j E S, (l-4) 
where Sii is the Kronecker delta, and O(St)/St + 0’. 
The object of the study is to operate the system satisfactorily. The system 
is said to operate satisfactorily when the best possible policy is applied. To 
define the best or optimal policy we need a criterion function depending on 
the system’s trajectory. The two criterion functions that we are concerned 
with are the total expected discounted return and the average expected return. 
Now we define these two criterion functions [5, p. IS]. 
At any time t the expected rate of return out of state i E S, when the policy ?I 
is used is given by 
y(i, t, n> = c r(i, a) L(t), (1.5) 
where (dim(t)} are the family of functions that specify the policy n. Let n 
be any Markov policy and 01 > 0 be any real number and the processes start 
in state i E S. The total expected discounted return when the policy n is 
applied is defined to be 
Y(i, a, n) = E 
s m e-ut[r(X(t, n), n) ) X(0, w) = i] dt 0 
1 
(1.6) 
cfii(O, t, T) r(j, t, P) dt, i E S, 
j 
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where 01 is called the discount factor. The average expected return is defined 
bY 




--f f,@, t, 4 r(j, t, 4 dt, i E S. o i 
If the limit does not exist then we will take it to be --co. 
A policy n* is called a-discounted optimal if 
\Y(i, a:, 7~*) 3 Y(i, 01, 7-r), iES (1.8) 
and it is called average optimalpolicy if 
@(i, r*) > @(i, T), iES (1.9) 
where rr is any Markov policy. 
In Section 2 we give sufficient conditions regarding the transition rate 
matrix Q(t, r) which guarantees the existence of Markov process X(t, .rr) that 
represents the stochastic dynamic system. We will also prove in this section 
the existence of an average optimal stationary policy among the class of 
Markov policies. In Section 3 we establish a relation between discounted 
deterministic policies and the average deterministic policies, which allows 
to find average optimal policy from that related discounted return. In 
Section 4 we will show policy iteration converges to a deterministic average 
optimal policy giving the corresponding expected average return. 
2. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS AND THE EXISTENCE 
OF OPTIMAL STATIONARY POLICY 
In this section we give sufficient conditions regarding transition rates and 
x(t, m) which guarantees the existence of average optimal stationary policy. 
For any deterministic w, let p(n) be the steady state probability vector of the 
Markov process x(t, z-). In this section we will also show if x(t, m) is ergodic 
for each stationary policy r then p(m) is strictly positive for any deterministic 
policy n. 
Throughout this paper we assume that qij(t, z-) for all i, j E S and t > 0 
satisfies the following conditions: 




I czii(t> 4 < M, for some positive number M < CO. 
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Using (1.2) the above conditions may be stated in terms of qij(a) for each 
a E A instead of all t > 0. For any given Markov policy x under assumption 
(2.1) the author in [5] h as shown the existence of a unique stochastic transition 
probability matrix function F(s, t, 7r) = (fij(s, t, n); i, i E S}. Further F(s, t, n) 
satisfies the Kolmogorov forward differential equations 
$F(s, t, 4 = F(s, t, 4 Q(t, 4, F(s, s, 77) = I for almost all t E [s, ^10). 
(2.2) 
It was also shown the existence of a measurable Markov process x(t, r) 
corresponding to the stochastic matrix F(s, t, 7~). The Markov process 
x(t, rr) is well behaved and represents the path of the stochastic dynamic 
system. We assume x(t, Z-) has the property 
For each deterministic policy r, the resulting Markov 
process x(t, r) is positive recurrent with only one recurrent 
class. 
(2.3) 
Under this assumption, in this section we show the existence of an average 
optimal stationary policy, then in Section 4 we give a procedure which 
converges to an optimal deterministic policy, starting from any given deter- 
ministic policy. 
Let n be any stationary policy. When v is stationary the transition rate 
matrix is independent of time parameter t, hence we denote it by Q(n) 
instead of Q(n, t). The transition probability matrix corresponding to Q(n) 
is time homogeneous and will be denoted by F(t, n). When rr is deterministic 
(2.2) might be written as 
3% 4 
at = W, 4 SW, F(0, n) = I for almost all t 3 0. (2.4) 
If Q(n) satisfies the assumption (2.1) the solution of (2.4) is given by 
F(t, .rr) = &Q(“), t > 0. (2.5) 
Now we will define a one-step transition matrix P(n), that is related to Q(r), 
and show that P(n) and F(t, n) have the same steady-state probabilities. Let 
A = sup I C?&)l * 
i.a 
(2.6) 
Since every deterministic policy CT specifies some action a E A, h might also 
be defined as equivalent to SUP,,~ / qii(r))) . For any deterministic policy v 
the one-step transition probability matrix P(r) is defined by 
I’+-) = I + FQ(x), (2.7) 
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whose (ij)th element is given by 
p&r) = &j + x-lq,j(vT). (2.8) 
It is clear from (2.1) and (2.6) the transition matrix P(n) is a stochastic 
matrix. From (2.7) and (2.5) we have 
qt, x) = e-At(z-P(n)) 
(2.9) 
where P”(n) = (p;(n)) is th e n-step transition probability matrix. Let Y,(n) 
be the discrete time Markov process (Markov chain) corresponding to the 
transition probability matrix P(n). Since n is deterministic both x(t, n) and 
Y,(n) are time homogeneous (stationary) processes. By using the results of 
Jenson and Kendall [4] it can be shown the steady-state probabilities for both 
processes are the same for any given stationary policy V. That is, 
ly& 7r) = l& p$)(?r) = f&r), jE s. (2.10) 
By assumption (2.1) for any stationary policy 7r, pj(z-) > 0, j E S. Hence, 
from (2.10) Y,(V) is an ergodic Markov chain for any stationary policy r. 
Fisher [3] under the assumption that Y,( rr is an ergodic Markov chain for ) 
each deterministic policy n has proved the following results 
pj = i;f pi(n) > 0, jES. (2.11) 
Now using (2.10) we conclude that when assumption (2.1) holds the steady- 
state probability vector p(w) of x(t, V) has the property (2.11). We will use 
this result to prove the convergence of the policy iteration (to be given in 
Section 4) to an optimal deterministic policy. 
THEOREM 2.1. If there exist a bounded set of numbers (h, vj , j E S} such 
that 
then there exist an optimal deterministic policy r* such that 
h = @(i, VT*) = max @(i, ?r), iES. 
7r 
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Proof. Let 7r* be a deterministic policy defined by 7r*(i) = a,*, where 
ad* E A is the action that maximizes the right-hand side of (2.12). Then (2.12) 
might be written as 
h = Y(i, 7-r*) + c qg(n*) vj ) iES. (2.13) 
Now from Lemma 3.2 of [7] we have 
h = @(i, n*), ie S, (2.14) 
where h is the average expected return corresponding to the policy r* which 
is same for all i E S, because the process is ergodic. 
Let r be any Markov policy and the process starts from time s = 0. 
The forward differential equations corresponding to rr are 
;k(o, t, 4 = Cf,l(O, t, 4 4dt, 4, i,jES, t 30. 
1 
Multiplying by TIN on both sides and summing over all j E S we obtain 
I$ gAi(O, t, r) vi = T ;fir(O, t, r) &j(t, n) v’j , i E S, t > 0. 
By assumption (2.1) the right-hand side is uniformly bounded, hence it may 
be written as 
7 7$fdO, 4 4 vi = CfdO, 1 4 4 C i ~(4 4 vj , i E S, t 3 0, 
= Cf,l(O, t, r) q, r) + 1 4&, n) vj 
1 [ j 1 (2.15) 
- TfdO, t, 4 4 4, ic S, t > 0. 
Since at any time t the Markov policy r specifies probability distribution on 
A, after some simplification we obtain 
Hence, from (2.12) we obtain 
q, r) + c q& r) vj < h, iES, t>O. (2.16) 
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From (2.15) and (2.16) we arrive at 
7 &(z, n) wij G h - po, t, 4 Y(Z, t, 4, i E s, t 3 0. (2.17) 
For the stationary policy rr* (2.16) and (2.17) hold as strict equalities. 
Integrating on both sides of (2.17) over t in the interval (0, T) and dividing 
by T, then taking the limit as T--f co we obtain after some simplification: 
h >@&JT~fiL(o,t,71)Y(z, t,7r)dt 
0 c 
= qi, .rr), i E s for any Markov r. 
Hence, h is the upper bound for an average expected return and it is equal 
to @(i, m*), i E S, which indicates W* is an average optimal deterministic 
policy. 
This theorem holds even A is countably infinite and r(i, a) is not uniformly 
bounded provided the hypothesis of the theorem holds. The sufficient 
condition that such a numbers exist is that A is finite and X(t, r) is ergodic 
for all deterministic policies. This theorem is a continuous time analog of the 
theorem given in [2]. A similar theorem was proved in [7] which holds only 
for finite A and deterministic Markov policies. 
3. RELATION BETWEEN AVERAGE AND DISCOUNTED OPTIMAL POLICIES 
In this section we will show the relation between average optimal and 
discounted optimal deterministic policies, and how to obtain the average 
expected return from that of the optimal discounted return ? In order to 
establish these results we need the following assumption regarding the 
transition rates. Let “0” be any fixed state in S having the property 
4iow 2 Y > 09 i6 S, aEA, i#O. (3.1) 
Under this assumption the existence of an average optimal deterministic 
policy was proved [7]. It should be noted that assumption (2.3) is much 
stronger than (4.1) and always implies it. Now we will define the new transi- 
tion rates that will relate the average return and policies to that of discounted 
return policies. Define for each i, j E S 
!7da> = 4da) + siiY, j#O 
qio(4 = %0(U) + %oY - Y 
(3.2) 
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Since any deterministic policy n specifies some action a E A at any time t, 
the new transition rates could be equivalently defined in terms of deterministic 
policy n. Clearly Q(u) = {&(a); i, j E St, a E A satisfy the assumption (2.1) 
when M is replaced by M + y. Hence, there exists a unique probability 
transition matrix F(s, t, n) = { &(s, t, rr); ;, j E S} for any given deterministic 
r. Let %(t, rr) be the corresponding Markov process. 
Consider the stochastic dynamic system whose probability nature is 
described in two stages. A time-homogeneous Poisson process B(t) with 
parameter y is observed. 
(i) If the event occurs the system directly moves to the state “0” 
(ii) Otherwise, the system moves to state j E S according to the prob- 
ability distribution {jifii(t, v); j E S} for any i E S}. 
For any given policy rr let Z(t, 7r) be the Markov process that represents 
the path of the system that moves in two stages. In the following lemma we 
will show for any given deterministic policy rr both the Markov processes 
x(t, rr) and Z(t, 7r) have the same probability distribution. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any stationary policy rr the injbitesimal generator of the 
Markov process Z(t, TT) is given by Q(T). 
Proof. Let f&t, r) = P[Z(t, m) =j / Z(0, rr) = ;I; i, Jo S and for any 
stationary 7r. O(t) is a function of t such that O(t)/t + 0 as t -+ 0. Take t 
small enough so that (1 - yt) is nonnegative. 
(i) Letj # 0, that is, the system does not move to state “0” in time t. 
This could occur if the event in the Poisson process B(t) does not happen and 
the new process s(t, n) does not move to state 0 in time t. Hence 
3ijk 4 = (I - rt>f&, 4, i,jES, t 20. 
Writingjiij(t, rr) in terms of the infinitesimal generator Q(n), we obtain 
3& 4 = (I - yt) [b + L&(4 t + WI. 
Now using (3.2) this might be written as 
= (1 - 4 Pii + M”) + b4 t + WI 
= sij + 4ij(4 t + 0(t), i,jES. 
(3.3) 
(ii) j = 0, that is, the system moves to state 0 in time t and the 
corresponding probability is given by 
id4 4 = yt + (1 - Yt)fio(t, 4, i E S. 
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The first term corresponds to the probability that the event happen in time t 
in the Poisson process with parameter y and the second represents the prob- 
ability that the event in Poisson process does not happen and the system 
moves to 0. Writingfiio(t, ) v in terms of its infinitesimal generator we obtain 
for any i E S 
fiok 4 = Yt + (1 - 74 C&o + Go(4 t + O(t)> 
= 9 + (1 - Y4 {Sio + kio(4 + SioY - r> WI 
= ho + q&9 t + O(t), iE S. 
(3.4) 
Hence from (3.2) and (3.4) we have 
.f&, r> = sij + q,(T) t + O(t), i,jES, t 20. (3.5) 
From this we conclude the infinitesimal generator of the process Z(t, r) is 
Q(4 
It was shown in [5] if the infinitesimal generator Q(V) satisfies assumptions 
(2.3) then there exists a unique transition probability matrix corresponding 
to Q(V). Hence F(t, n) = P(t, n) f or any given deterministic policy CT, that is 
X(t, 71.) and Z(t, r) have the same probability distribution. We call x(t, n) 
original process, $t, x) new process, and Z(t, T) two stage process for any 
given ?r. 
THEOREM 3.1. If assumption (3.1) holds, then for any deterministic policy T 
the average expected return is equal to yF(O, y, T). 
Proof. Let us suppose that the trajectory of the dynamic system is 
represented by the two stage process Z(t, r). The expected average return 
to the system might be written in terms of the return to the system that is 
obtained between any two successive events in the Poisson process B(t). 
Let T be the time between any two successive events in the Poisson 
processes B(t), then its expected value is given by l/r. Since E[T] and 
E[Jo’ +(t, 44 4 are finite the expected average return for any given 
deterministic policy rr may be written as 
(see Ross [8, p. 981). Since E[T] = l/r, @(O, GT) may be written as 
~(0, n) = YE [J’ +c(t, n>, n) dt I x(O,d = O] . 
0 
(3.6) 
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The expectation on the right-hand side will be taken in two stages, first T 
is kept constant then expectation over all T is taken, 
@(O, n) = y c E I’ [r(x(t, n), T) / x(n, 0) = 0, T] dt 
T 0 
==Y SC m ’ E[Y(x(~, .rr), T) 1 x(0, n) = 0, T = s] dtye-y* ds. 0 ‘0 
(3.7) 
Now the condition T = s implies that the transition rates used during the 
interval [0, s) are given by (3.2). Hence, for t < s the transition probability 
of the process are given by { fcf(t, n); i, j E S} and the corresponding expecta- 
tion is denoted by B. As a result we have 
E[r(x(t, n), z.) x(0, x) = 0, T = s] = E[r(x(t, rr), n) I x(0, n) = 01, 
o<t<s. (3.8) 
Now from (3.7) and (3.8) we obtain 
@CO, 4 = Y Jam Ye-yS [Jo’ {E[r(x(t, n), T)] 1 x(0, z-) = 0) dt] ds. 
Since the right-hand side is uniformly bounded by interchanging integrations, 
after some simplification we obtain 
@(O, 4 = Y iom e-‘?@(x(t, n), r) 1 x(0, z-) = 0] dt 
= y Jrn e--Yt xfoj(t, 7) r(j, r) dt 
0 j 
which was to be proved. 
THEOREM 3.2. If assumption (3.1) holds then the average optimal deter- 
ministic policy for the original process is the same as the y-discounted optimal 
deterministic policy for the new-process. 
Proof. Let rr* be the y-discounted optimal deterministic policy for the 
new-process and {y(i, y, n*); i E S> be the corresponding optimal discounted 
return. From Theorem 3.3 in [6], {p(& y, rr*); i E S} is the unique solution 
of the system of equations 
yW, Y, r*) = y(i, r*> + C W*> F(i, Y, T*), iES. (3.9) 
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Substituting the values for q$,(r*) from (3.2) we obtain after some simplifica- 
tion 
yqo, y, n*> = r(i, n*> + 1 q&-*1 ql-> Y, T*), i E s. (3.10) 
From Theorem 3.2 (3.10) we obtain 
qi, m*) = y(i, n*) + c q&r*) qi, y, r*), iES. 
j 
Now using Theorem 2.1 we conclude that ir* is an average optimal 
deterministic policy for the original process. 
The author in [6] has given a policy iteration method which determines 
the optimal discounted stationary policy starting from any stationary policy. 
If the assumption (3.1) holds using this and Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we can 
determine the average optimal deterministic policy from a discounted return 
of the new process obtained from (3.2). 
4. POLICY IMPROVEMENT AND CONVERGENCY 
In Section 2 under the assumption (2.3) we showed the existence of an 
average optimal deterministic policy among the class of Markov policies. 
In the previous section under a less restrictive assumption we established 
a relation between the expected average and the expected discounted return 
of a related Markovian decision process. Using this relation we can obtain 
an average optimal return and policy from that of the discounted return. In 
this section under the assumption (2.3) and using some results given in 
Section 2 we show that policy iteration converges to an optimal average 
stationary policy. 
Let 7r be any deterministic policy. Now we will show the existence of a 
bounded set of numbers {h(r), vi(r); i E S} satisfying (2.13). For any deter- 
ministic policy, the m-discounted return ?P((i, ol, rr), i E S uniquely satisfies 
the functional equation [5, p. 9211 
qi, a, CT) = Y(i, n) + c q&) Y(i, 01, m>, iES. 
Since xi qij(r) = 0, i E S, the above equations for any fixed state say 0 
can be written as 
aY(i, cd, 7~) = r(i, 7r) + C qij(n) [y(j, 01, r> - Y(O, 01, TN, iES, (4.1) 
j 
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For any deterministic policy n and 01 > 0, &‘(j, N, r) and 
[Y(j, 01, 71) - ul(0, 01, m)] are uniformly bounded in j E S, [6, p. 2121. Hence 
taking the limits on both sides of (4.1) as DI - O-i- and noting that A is finite 
we obtain 
h(n) = y(i, n, -t C 4ij(“) vj(T), iE S, (4.2) 
where h(n), r+(n), j E S are all bounded numbers. From this we conclude for 
any deterministic policy r if x(t, n is an ergodic Markov process, then there ) 
always exist a bounded set of number {h(r), vi(x), j E S} satisfying (4.2). 
Now we describe the policy iteration. 
Step I. Let ~7 be any deterministic policy. 
Step II. Solve for h, vj , j E S from 
13 = f-k 4 + 2 G(T) vi , icS. 
Let h(n), U?(T), j E S be the solution of this set of equations. 
Step III. Define a new deterministic policy r’ in the following way. 
Set r’(i) = r(i) for all those i such that 
when (4.3) does not hold then choose n’(i) such that 
Step IV. If 7r’ satisfies (4.3) for all i E S, stop, an optimal policy is 
obtained, otherwise replace 7r by n’ and go to Step II. 
We observe that for any deterministic policy r if (4.3) holds for all i E S 
then using Theorem 2.1, r is an average optimal deterministic policy. Let 
no be any stationary policy and let {x”} be the sequence of deterministic 
policies obtained by policy iteration method described above. For any 
deterministic policy mn obtained by the policy iteration from (2.14) we have 
h(i7”) = qi, 7P), ic S, n = 1, 2,.... (4.5) 
In order to show that A(+) is a strictly monotonic sequence we need the 
following notation and the results. Define for any + and m--l 
+r”) = Y(i, 27”) + 1 q&7”) Vj(z-1) - [r(i, 7r+1) + c qij(7Fl) vj(+)] , 
j i 
iES. 
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Using (2.13) and (2.14) Q(?T”) might be written as 
q(7.P) = r(i, 79) + c q&T”) Vj(7+) - qi, “n-l), i E s. (4.6) 
Q(TP) = 0 for all those i E S for which (4.3) holds for those i for which 
(4.3) does not hold that is when 7rin is chosen according to (4.4) then 
E~(cT”) > 0. If Q(z-“) = 0 for all i E S then 7~~ is an average optimal stationary 
policy. 
LEMMA 4.1. For any stationary policy ?T the steady-state probabilities 
pj(r), j E S are given by 
pj(a) = $2 f jo=f& 4 dt, jES. (4.7) 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 5.10 in [8]. 
THEOREM 4.1. If assumption (2.3) holds and T* is an average optimal 
deterministic policy among the deterministic policies then it is optimal over all 
Markov policies. 
Proof. Let n* be an optimal policy over all deterministic policies. That is, 
there does not exist any deterministic policy 6 with the property 
r(i, +) + C qii(73) q(m*) > r(i, n*) + C qrj(n*) q(r*), iES. 
j j 
Hence from (4.3) and (4.4) we have 
r(i, 7~~) + C qii(7r*) vj(7r*) = 27 [f-(6 a) + C h(a) v&*)1 , i E s. 
j j 
Now using (2.13) and Theorem 2.1 we conclude that z-* is optimal over all 
Markov policies. 
Let no be any deterministic policy, and {#} be the sequence of deterministic 
policies obtained by the policy iteration given above. 
THEOREM 4.2. lf assumption (2.3) holds and +-I is not optimal then 
qz, 77”) > qz, d-l), 1 E S, n = 1, 2 ,.... (4.8) 
Proof. Let {fii(t, TP); I, ie S} be the transition probability matrix 
corresponding to TP. Multiply both sides of (4.6) by fzi(t, +) and summing 
over all i E S we obtain 
IES. 
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By using the Kolmogorov differential equations (2.2) corresponding to the 
deterministic policy TP this might be written as 
$f& 4 44 
= ;fzi(t, 7P) r(i, 77”) + c Sqff f&r”-1) - @(I, d-l), 1 E s. 
z 
Integrating over t from 0 to T and dividing by T then taking limits on both 
sides as T + 00, we obtain by using (4.7) and (1.7) 
1 p&P) Ei(7P) = @(I, ?P) - @(I, GFl), I E s. (4.9) 
By assumption (2.3) &TP) > 0, j E S for any given 12, and since c~(+) > 0 
for at least one i E S, otherwise +-l is an optimal policy. Hence we have 
@(I, ?P) > qz, 7+), ZE s. 
In this theorem we showed {I} is a strictly monotonically increasing 
function of n. Since h(@) is bounded {A(+} converges to a finite number. 
The improvement at each iteration is given by (4.6), when (4.6) is equal to 
zero then the policy @-l is an optimal policy, and the policy iteration termi- 
nates at this point. In the following lemma we will show the improvement at 
each iteration tends to zero as II tends to 00. 
LEMMA 4.2. If the assumption (2.3) holds then for each in S Ed + 0, 
asn-tco. 
Proof. For any two policies rr”, +--l obtained by policy iteration we have 
from (4.5) and (4.9) 
h(Tr”) - h(?P1) = c p&r”) Ej(7r”). 
Taking limit as n --f co on both sides we obtain 
(4.10) 
Derman [l] showed the set of all stationary policy form a compact set in the 
policy space. Hence, the limit of any sequence of stationary policies is again 
a stationary policy. That is CP -+ X* where r* is a stationary policy. Since 
xi pi(n”) Q(+) is an absolutely bounded number we have from (4.10) 
c pj(7r*) +*) = 0. 
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By (2.9) pj(n*) > 0, j E S and ej(n*) >, 0, from this we conclude 
pi r,(n*) = 0. (4.11) 
Using this lemma we will establish the convergence of the policy iteration 
method given above. 
THEOREM 4.3. If assumption (2.3) h Id o s, starting from any deterministic 
policy 9 the policy iteration procedure converges to a deterministic policy & 
which is optimal over all Markov policies. 
Proof. Let {CT”} be the sequence of policies obtained by policy iteration 
starting from any given deterministic policy rr0. Since the space of all stationary 
policies is compact it is possible to choose a subsequence of policies {cP’} 
of (7~) such that 
li& h(+‘) = h, 
lim ZQ(+‘) = vi and ?Z’+CC lirm 7r*’ = rr*. 
For any stationary policy TP’ obtained by policy iteration we have from (4.2) 
h(+‘) = r(i, @‘) + 1 qii(@‘) vi(#‘), iES. (4.12) 
j 
Since A is finite, #converges to V* means that for any given i E S and for n’ 
sufficiently large 
q&i-“‘) = q&r*). 
Using this fact and (4.6) and (4.4) h(n”‘) may be written as 
h(tn’) = 2~ [r(i, a) + 7 qij(a) vj(+,)] - l ~(nn’+l), i F S. (4.23) 
Taking the limit as n’ + co and using (4.11) we obtain 
h = ;jl zy [r(i, a) -I- c qCj(a) %(T~‘)] , i E S. (4.14) 
j 
However, for all i E: S and a E A 
!.i.i 2~ [r(i, a) + C qij(a) vj(4)] 3 $2 k(t 4 + C qii(a) vdnm’)] . 
j j 
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Using this (4.14) might be written as 
Let ai* be the action defined by n* when the processes is in state in S, 
then we have 
h = r(i, a,*> + c q&*) vj , iES. 
Now using Theorems 2.1 and 4.1, n* the limit of #’ is an average optimal 
stationary policy. 
If any subsequence of h(rr”) converges to a limit then the whole sequence 
converges to the same limit because A.(+) is a monotonically increasing 
sequence. Hence, the policy iteration converges to an average optimal 
deterministic policy and the corresponding average expected return. 
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